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The anchoring bias is prevalent in many areas of human behaviour, as auctioneers
and car dealers know all too well. However, we assume that professional forecasters
should be immune to its effects. In this essay, Sean Tong conducts an elegant and
highly original econometric analysis of U.S employment forecasts to reveal substantial
evidence of this bias. He concludes by outlining the truly tantalising prospects in the
emerging field of behavioural finance.

Introduction

FORECAST RATIONALITY
given the extent to which they inform the activities of investors, expectations play a crucial role in the functioning of financial markets. when data releases differ from those that
are forecasted, the effects on asset prices can be substantial (campbell and sharpe, 2009).
it is of great interest, therefore, to investigate whether these forecasts are accurate – and
the nature of the underlying bias if not.
it is typically assumed that expectations are formed rationally, and incorporate
all relevant information appropriately. if this were the case, then the expectation error
conditional upon the available information set should be a random variable with a mean
of zero (bofinger and schmidt, 2003):
tests of this hypothesis typically proceed by regressing the actual data release, at, on the
forecasted value, ft. if these forecasts are made rationally, then the result should be a zero
intercept and slope coefficient of one:
this form of testing has a long history, and the majority of papers reject the null hypothesis
of rationality with a slope estimate that exceeds one (schirm, 2003). this suggests that
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consensus estimates of future data are typically too cautious, though findings vary from
market to market. at any rate, it seems that professional forecasters do not efficiently
process the available information when making their estimates.
ANCHORING AND ADJUSTMENT
having established the biased nature of financial forecasts, can we make any suggestions
as to the foundations of this irrationality? the answer may lie in the seminal work of tversky and Kahneman (1974), who describe a pervasive heuristic known as anchoring and
adjustment. in short, this refers to the tendency for individuals to give excessive consideration to an initial piece of information when making subsequent judgements. adjustments made away from this “anchor” are typically insufficient, so estimates are
biased towards it.
tversky and Kahneman illustrated this by splitting participants into two groups
that observed the outcome of a rigged spinning wheel. in one group the wheel was designed to stop at the number 10, while the other stopped at 65. the groups were then
asked to estimate the percentage of african countries that are members of the un – an
assessment that should not have been influenced by the preceding outcome of the spinning
wheel. in spite of this, participants in the second group gave significantly higher estimates
than those in the first group, as their judgements were anchored to a higher initial value.
monetary reward does not reduce this bias, and neither does accountability (brewer,
chapman, schwartz and bergus, 2007).
these findings have since been extended to a number of domains, using anchors
of varying relevance (ariely, loewenstein and Prelec, 2003). the cause is simple: when a
salient anchor is presented, it serves as the starting point for future estimates. individuals
then adjust away from this point until a plausible value is reached (epley and gilovich,
2006). almost invariably, this point of plausibility does not deviate sufficiently from the
initial anchor, and is different from the unbiased estimate that would have been produced
if the anchor had not been provided.
Despite the financial and reputational importance of market forecasts, it is not
implausible that analysts may produce estimates that are biased in this manner. indeed,
northcraft and neale (1987) have shown that experts are just as susceptible as amateurs
to the anchoring heuristic, though they are less willing to admit it. the bias is particularly
evident when the problem at hand is complex and opaque, as many financial estimates
certainly are (tversky and Kahneman, 1974).
though the existing literature is relatively embryonic, the initial results are
broadly supportive of this hypothesis. evidence of an anchoring bias has been found in
different markets, different countries, and across different periods of time. bofinger and
schmidt (2003) looked at forecasts of the euro/us Dollar exchange rate from 1999 to
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2003, and found that these forecasts performed no better than a random walk. significant
evidence was found that these forecasts were influenced by past exchange rates; indeed,
they were actually more strongly correlated with previous rates than with future ones.
similarly, cen, hilary and wei (2013) found evidence of anchoring in financial
analysts’ estimates of firm earnings-per-share (ePs). in this case, the anchor was found
to be the forecasted ePs of industry peers. this meant that analysts underestimated the
future earnings of firms with forecasted ePs higher than the industry ePs, as estimates
were ‘dragged’ down towards this anchor. anchoring was also found by fujiwara, ichiue,
nakazono and shigemi (2012), who showed that the forecasts of Japanese equity analysts
were biased towards their own past forecasts. in other words, when making estimates of
stock prices at some fixed point in the future, analysts showed a tendency to stay close to
the forecasts they had given previously – even if material information had arisen
in the interim.
in each of these cases, the anchor is one of perceived importance. it is known
that the reliance of individuals on the anchoring and adjustment heuristic is directly related
to the salience of the potential anchor (czaczkes and ganzach, 1996). thus, values such
as past prices or past forecasts are likely to represent suitable anchors in the
minds of analysts.
with that in mind, this paper uses bloomberg survey data to investigate whether
there is evidence of an anchoring and adjustment bias in consensus forecasts of monthly
u.s. nonfarm payroll employment data. the proposed anchor will be past realisations of
these employment figures. nonfarm payroll data is analysed because of its great significance as a monthly release: it produces the largest interest rate reaction out of all macroeconomic releases, and is currently of particular significance to federal reserve monetary
policy (balduzzi, elton and green, 2001).
this paper contributes to the existing literature in two ways: firstly by incorporating a consideration of forecast standard deviations into the analysis, and secondly by
proposing an alternative to the testing procedure that has typically been used.

The Data

the change in the number of u.s. civilians employed in nonfarm industries is typically
announced on the first friday of each month by the united states Department of labor.
consensus forecasts and actual realisations of this change were retrieved from the
bloomberg Professional service.
monthly figures are available from December 1996 to December 2013 inclusive, representing 205 observations. consensus forecasts are drawn from a bloomberg
survey of market professionals, with a median of 75 participants over the period being
considered. the mean, median, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation of these
estimates are reported.
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EMPIRICAL APPROACH

the empirical approach is comprised of two separate tasks. firstly, the nonfarm payrolls
data will be examined to determine whether the associated forecasts are rational. if they
are not, the second task is to determine whether this bias can be explained by the anchoring and adjustment heuristic.

Test of Rationality
in keeping with previous literature, the accuracy of the forecasts will be assessed by regressing the actual monthly data on the median forecasted value:

if forecasts are rational, then an intercept of zero and a slope coefficient of one are to be
expected. as identified by aggarwal, mohanty and song (2012), this test will be biased
towards rejection if the actual or forecasted series follow a unit root process – something
that many papers have overlooked. thus, it is necessary as a preliminary measure to test
for stationarity of the series using an augmented Dickey-fuller test.

Test of Anchoring
within the limited existing literature, a few different approaches to testing for evidence
of anchoring in financial forecasts have been proposed. when fixed-horizon forecasts are
considered, as is usually the case in the foreign exchange and equities markets, the authors
typically make inferences from the nature of forecast revisions. when forecasts are made
on a rolling basis, however, there are no revisions from which to make these inferences,
so the problem must be tackled in another manner. the prototype in this regard is the
work of campbell and sharpe (2009), who considered forecasts of eight macroeconomic
variables between 1991 and 2006.
campbell and sharpe propose that forecasts are comprised of both an unbiased
estimate and (potentially) some consideration of the previous data release:
if forecasts are truly unbiased then λ should equal one. on the other hand, anchoring
would manifest itself in a λ of less than one. if the data “surprise” is defined as the difference
between the actual release and the forecasted value, then by substitution it can be shown
that the surprise is a function of the forecasted month-on-month change in
nonfarm payrolls:
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campbell and sharpe suggest that by estimating this regression, it is possible to infer the
underlying value of λ. if the slope coefficient γ is positive, then this implies that λ is less
than one – in other words, that forecasts are anchored to past data releases.
though this method of testing has been used by several authors since campbell
and sharpe, it should be noted that it makes a very strong assumption about the formation
of forecasts: specifically, it assumes that forecasts are perfectly rational in the absence of
anchoring. if this is not the case, then the test will be biased towards the null hypothesis.
intuitively, it can be seen that the slope of the proposed regression will be negative any
time analysts incorrectly predict the direction in which next month’s data will move relative to last month’s: if the forecasted change is negative while the actual change is positive,
then the surprise term will also be positive.
thus, incorrect forecasts of the direction of the series are taken as evidence
against anchoring, irrespective of how close the forecast is to the previous month’s release.
taking even the extreme case where this month’s forecast equals last month’s realisation,
the proposed regression would return a slope of zero and a failure to reject the null hypothesis. it is little surprise, therefore, that campbell and sharpe fail to find significant
evidence that forecasts of u.s. nonfarm payrolls are anchored on the previous
month’s release.
instead, this paper suggests an alternative approach to testing for the presence
of anchoring in financial forecasts. the distribution of forecasts will first be compared to
that of the actual data series so as to illustrate the pervasive herding and overconfidence
that characterise these estimates.
secondly, it will be shown that forecasts gravitate towards past data. to this end,
the correlation between forecasts and previous releases will be compared with the correlation between the true data and its own past. the absolute deviation of forecasts from
the previous month’s release will also be compared to the absolute changes in the true
series from month to month.
finally, a regression will be run to test whether the data surprise is a function of
the previous period’s surprise and the change in the true series:

it is expected that both slope coefficients will be positive. in the first case this would imply
that the forecast surprise is a positive function of the previous surprise – in other words,
periods of excessive optimism or pessimism tend to follow one another. in the second
case, this would suggest that pattern of forecast surprises is consistent with anchoring to
past data.
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if analysts’ estimates exhibit anchoring, then increases in the true series should be associated with positive surprises, and decreases should be associated with negative surprises.
taken in isolation, none of the previous tests would be sufficient to conclude that analysts
are susceptible to the anchoring and adjustment bias. as a collective, however, it is hoped
that the weight of evidence will be suitably consistent so as to support or reject the underlying hypothesis.

RESULTS

Test of Rationality
the augmented Dickey-fuller tests rejected the null hypothesis of unit root and non-stationarity for the actual data series (Z = –8.12, p < 0.001) and the median forecast series
(Z = –3.79 p < 0.01).
having established the stationarity of these series, the regression of actual nonfarm payroll data on the median forecasted level was run. the breusch-Pagan test suggested that heteroscedasticity may be present in the data (Χ2 = 7.52, p < 0.01), so robust
standard errors were used. the results are presented in table 1.

Table 1: Regression of actual data on median forecast

consistent with previous research, the null hypothesis of rational forecasts was overwhelmingly rejected at the 5% significance level. the slope coefficient exceeds one, as
schirm (2003) suggested was typical.the next task is to establish whether this bias is consistent with anchoring and adjustment, as hypothesised.

Tests of Anchoring
a brief inspection of the available data is enough to suggest that some degree of forecast
inertia is present. Data surprises seem highly persistent: during the financial crisis, for instance, analysts’ forecasts were overly optimistic for sixteen consecutive months. indeed,
the relationship between average forecast errors and gDP is quite striking, as illustrated
in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Average data surprise vs. quarterly GDP

the persistent periods of optimism and pessimism depicted in this chart are a reflection
of the herding that is prevalent in analysts’ estimates. the distribution of estimates across
the many analysts who are surveyed by bloomberg is very narrow, and implies a degree
of confidence that is not warranted by the available information set.
to illustrate this, table 2 reports the percentage of monthly observations for
which the associated forecast error is greater than the indicated number of survey standard
deviations. half of the consensus forecasts were more than two standard deviations away
from the true release, and a third were greater than three standard deviations away. incredibly, almost 40% of actual nonfarm payroll releases were larger than the maximum
estimate or smaller than the minimum estimate in the survey that month. if nothing else,
this illustrates the “strength in numbers” mentality of financial analysts.

Table 2: Forecast errors and standard deviations
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as well as being biased, therefore, it is clear that analysts’ forecasts can often deviate substantially from the true change in unemployment. are these deviations consistent with
reliance on the anchoring and adjustment heuristic? in order to test this, the relationship
between the true, forecasted and previous values were analysed.
it was first found that analysts’ forecasts are more highly correlated with the previous month’s data release (r = 0.8650) than the actual data series was with its own past
(r = 0.7136). this difference was significant at the 5% level (Z = 4.69, p < 0.001), suggesting that the relationship between forecasts and previous realisations is stronger than
would be the case if these forecasts were unbiased.
the second consideration was the extent to which analysts’ estimates deviate
from the previous month’s release. comparing the mean absolute value of this deviation
(ft – at-1) with the mean absolute change in the data series itself (at – at-1), it was found
that analysts’ forecasts are too closely tied to past changes in employment (μ1 = 90.5,
μ2 = 109.9, t = 2.22, p < 0.05). in other words, the estimates seem to gravitate towards
the observable data rather than deviating to the extent that the true series does.
the final aspect of the testing procedure is to regress the current data surprise
on the previous month’s surprise and the month-on-month change in nonfarm payrolls,
as described previously. heteroscedasticity was once again deemed to be a concern (Χ2
= 33.78, p < 0.001), so robust standard errors were used. the results are presented in
table 3.

Table 3: Regression of surprise on previous surprise and monthly change

the model was significant at the 5% level (f = 46.22, p < 0.001, r2 = 0.60), and the
Variance inflation factor values were substantially below those that would indicate a multicollinearity problem. as expected, both slope estimates were found to be
significantly positive.
the relationship between the current surprise and the previous one is consistent
with the persistence of forecast errors that was previously depicted in figure 1. it implies
that positive surprises follow one another, as do negative surprises. this is a reflection of
the apparent inertia of analysts’ expectations, as they are slow or unwilling to incorporate
new information.
the positive relationship between the surprise term and the change in the true
series is also consistent with anchoring. it suggests that forecasts are typically too low
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when this month’s change in nonfarm payrolls is greater than that of the previous month,
and are too high when the series is declining. in conjunction with the previous findings,
this suggests that analysts’ estimates are biased towards the previous realisation.

Conclusion
consistent with the existing literature, it has been found that professional forecasts of
u.s. employment data are significantly biased. this bias is such that estimates do not deviate sufficiently from past observations, and their error terms are a function of the observable data. in both these respects, the evidence is supportive of the hypothesis that
financial analysts are susceptible to the anchoring and adjustment heuristic, as described
by Kahneman and tversky.
though the empirical testing of this hypothesis is complex, the weight of evidence presented here is certainly consistent with it. in isolation, the alternative tests described in this paper are insufficient to conclude the precise form and foundation of the
forecasting bias; in conjunction, however, they certainly provide a basis for such a claim.
given the complexity of the problem, there is little doubt that the appropriate testing
methodology could be further refined and modified. future research may concern itself
with the possibility of alternative anchors, such as a moving average of past data realisations
or the forecasts of peers.
it is also surprising that the existing studies focus almost exclusively on the relationship between data forecasts and the ‘true’ values that are initially announced. given
that these initial releases are often mere estimates that are subsequently revised and updated by the relevant institutions, it would be interesting to investigate whether forecasts
are similarly biased with respect to these more final data announcements.
as one of the more recent endeavours within behavioural finance (itself a relatively new field), the search for causes of expectation biases is far from complete. indeed,
there is much still to be discovered: as new concepts and methods are unearthed, it will
be exciting to see how these are applied to long-standing issues within the study of finance
as a whole.
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